
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management, liT Kharagpur 
Mid Autumn Semester Examination, September 2012 

Sub: Engineering Systems Safety Design and Control (Sub No. IM60045) 
Time: 2 hours Answer all questions . Max Marks: 60 

Answers should be brief and to the point. Statistic~l tables, if required, will be provided. 
Strictly follow the instructions given against each part of the question paper. 

Part A: Short Questions [Answer should be brief and to the point. Answers should be written in one 
place.] [tOx3 = 30] 

1. Define hazard triangle. Give a suitable example. 
2. What is risk? Explain the typical characteristics of high risk plants. 
3. Explain safety as a process model. Define safety pyramid. 
4. Define hazard function. Show that for exponential failure rate the hazard function is a constant. 
5. Give taxonomy of negative interactions. Define primary, secondary and command failures. 
6. What is dependence failure? Explain coupling mechanism. 
7. Defin~ NODE in aHAZOP study. Explain the HAZOP process. 
8. What is accident scenario modeling? Define event tree in respect to the development of accident 

scenarios. 
9. What is FMEA? Explain FMEA process. 
10. Define Poisson stream of events. State the conditions of its applicability. 

Part B: Probl~ms [Answer all questions. Answers should be written in one place.] [2 x 10 = 20] 

1. Assume that an engineering system can either fail ·safely or unsafely .. Let •the system safe and 
unsafe failure rates are As and Aus, respectively. Develop expressions for system state probabilities 
and mean time to failure {MTTF) using Markov method. If the estimated values of A.s and A-us are 

, 0.0009 and 0.0001 failures per hour, respectively calculate the probability of the system failing 
unsafely during a 500-hour mission. 

2. Figure 1 shows a fault tree for a heater system. Obtain minimal cut sets using MOCUS algorithm. 

Part C: Case Study [10] 

1. As a safety expert, you are assigned to identify hazards in a process/workplace/department/plant. 
Consider a suitable case of your choice (e.g., gas storage) and develop a case study with this 
assignnlent. You should include in the case study report the following: 
a) Problem statement 
b) System description 
c) Hazard identification techniques used 
d) Hazardous energy sources, hazardous events/processes and failure modes. 
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Figure 1: Fault tree of h~ater' system 
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